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Abstract: (maximum 200 words)

The MegaMapper is a massively-multiplexed spectroscopic instrument to be hosted on a large-aperture
wide-field telescope in the Southern hemisphere. The instrument is specifically designed to efficiently map
the large-scale matter distribution in the high-redshift universe. The MegaMapper will conduct massive
spectroscopic surveys of galaxies at z > 2 to measure their large-scale distribution, the formation of cos-
mic structure, and the early cosmic expansion. This data-set will significantly improve current and planned
observational constraints on models of Dark Energy, primordial non-Gaussianity, and Inflation, and will
provide improved measurements of neutrino masses, the number of relativistic species, and the spatial cur-
vature of the universe. MegaMapper will also map the kinematics of Milky Way halo stars, using them as test
particles to probe the nature of small-scale Dark Matter substructures. The MegaMapper instrument design
builds upon existing, proven, and cost-effective technologies, reducing the risk and cost of the project.
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A wide field-of-view (FOV), highly-multiplexed spectroscopic facility on a large-aperture ground-based
telescope has been identified as a key missing tool to advance our understanding of Cosmology and fun-
damental physics through astrophysical probes [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Such a facility is needed to extend galaxy
redshift surveys to map large-scale-structure over the largely uncharted cosmic volume available at z > 2,
and to efficiently map the kinematics of MW stars that are subject to accelerations induced by dark matter
substructure in the Galaxy’s halo. As outlined in accompanying LOIs submitted to CF4 (Ferraro et al.) and
CF3 (Simon et al.), these data sets will improve current and planned observational constraints on models of
dark energy, inflation, and dark matter, along with improved measurements of neutrino masses, the number
of relativistic species, and the spatial curvature of the universe.

The MegaMapper instrument would be a massively-multiplexed (20,000×) robotic spectroscopic system
hosted on a wide-field (3 deg diameter FOV) and large-aperture (6.5 m diameter) telescope at Las Campanas
Observatory (LCO) in the Southern hemisphere. The instrument consists of a robotic focal plane assembly
(FPA), where 20,000 robots can simultaneously target galaxies and stars with optical fibers. The fibers feed
a cluster of 32 DESI spectrographs mounted on a gravity-invariant instrument frame that is supported by
the telescope structure. Light is delivered to the FPA by a 5-lens wide-field-corrector (WFC) that provides
a telecentric focal surface on the fibers and corrects the effects of atmospheric differential refraction. The
conceptual design has been undertaken as a collaboration between the Observatories of the Carnegie Insti-
tution for Science to design the telescope, and the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and members of
the DESI team to design the instrument.

Robotic Focal Plane Assembly (FPA): The focal plane hosts 20,000 zonal fiber positioner robots, mounted
with a pitch of 6.5 mm. The FPA is divided into 32 segments, each feeding 625 fibers to a single spec-
trograph. Such segmentation has proven critical to the efficient construction, integration, and testing of
highly-multiplexed spectrographs like MUSE, VIRUS, and DESI. Each robot contains two precision me-
chanical gear-motors. One drives rotation about a central axis (“θ”), and the other on a parallel, eccentric
axis (“φ”), allowing the robot to patrol a planar region. This is the basis of both the DESI and SDSS-V
positioner designs. Zonal positioners allow for fast positioning time, high accuracy, and optical telecentric-
ity. DESI completed and currently operates their focal plane of 5,000 positioners, demonstrating that such
a system can be mass produced, reliably controlled, precisely positioned (within 3 µm), and reconfigured
in a time envelope of less than one minute. Lifetime testing of DESI positioners yielded > 98% survival
at 100,000 moves (the estimated total during calibration + five year survey), and > 90% survival rate be-
yond 1,200,000 moves. Ongoing R&D work at LBNL is evolving the DESI design to a smaller version,
deployable at the pitch needed for MegaMapper.

DESI-like Spectrograph Cluster: The FPA feeds a cluster of 32 medium-resolution spectrographs that
provide full optical wavelength coverage (360-980 nm) [6]. The spectrographs will be identical to those used
for DESI and the SDSS-V LVM project [7]. These spectrographs went through extensive design studies,
and are optimized to measure redshifts of faint targets in the sky-noise limit. The performance of these
spectrographs has been shown to exceed their design goals in delivered optical quality and throughput. We
would choose to somewhat increase the number of fibers feeding each spectrograph from 500 (as in DESI)
to 625 by decreasing the fiber spacing at the spectrograph slit. This is supported by the as-delivered spot
quality in the spectrographs and is being implemented in the SDSS-V LVM units (currently in construction).
Each spectrograph is fed by a pseudo-slit with 625 fibers, with dichroics dividing collimated light into three
cameras. Each camera has gratings, optics and CCDs that are optimized for its wavelength range in 360–555,
555–656, and 656–980 nm channels. The spectral resolution runs from 2000 on the blue end (at 360 nm)
increasing to a resolution of 5500 on the red end (at 980 nm) in order to work between bright sky lines.
The as-built efficiences are 70–90% across the full optical range. By the late 2020s both the current DESI
spectrographs (10 units), and their twin SDSS-V LVM spectrographs (6 units), will have completed their
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surveys, and could be deployed as part of the MegaMapper. Another 16 units will need to be built.

Figure 1: The MegaMapper concept. A cluster of 32 DESI-like spec-
trographs are mounted on an instrument support structure that rides on the
azimuth disk of a wide-field Magellan-like 6.5 m diameter telescope. The
clusters are fed by 20,000 robotic fiber positioners deployed across the 3 deg
diameter FOV provided by a 5-lens wide-field corrector. Credit: Jeff Crane,
Carnegie Observatories.

Wide-Field Corrector (WFC): MegaMap-
per will be hosted on a new 6.5 m
Magellan-like telescope. The optical de-
sign of the existing Magellan telescopes
at LCO only provides a 0.5 deg diameter
FOV. The 3 deg diameter FOV required
for MegaMapper will be delivered on a
Cassegrain focal surface at f/3.6 by a 5-
lens WFC. The WFC incorporates a lat-
eral displacement atmospheric dispersion
corrector (ADC). The first and largest el-
ement in the WFC is 1.8 m in diameter,
with the other four being ∼ 1.5 m. Blanks,
as well as polishing and testing procedures
for lenses of these sizes are available, and
similar lenses are in existence in both as-
tronomical and defense applications. The
WFC yields ≤ 23 µm rms radius spots
(≤ 0.45” FWHM on sky) across the full
FOV down to zenith distances of 50◦. This
image quality is well matched to the me-
dian seeing at LCO (0.65”) and the 107 µm
(0.95”) fiber diameter of the DESI spectro-
graphs.

Data System: The MegaMapper data system will be a continuation of the data system as developed by the
DESI team and operated on the NERSC high-performance computing platform. The DESI data reduction
from the raw pixel level to fully-calibrated spectra and redshift-fitting is state-of-the-art today, and will be
maintained and updated at least through the DESI key project from 2021-2025. Poisson-limited spectra for
faint targets are achieved through a combination of stability of the spectrographs, stability of the PSF with
theta-phi positioners, and a rigorous forward modeling of the spectral extraction and sky-subtraction [14].
The software modifications that will be required for MegaMapper are a training of spectroscopic templates
based upon commissioning data.

MegaMapper provides order-of-magnitude improvements in capabilities over present-day and upcom-
ing surveys and instruments such as SDSS-V, DESI, 4MOST, PFS, MOONS, and FOBOS. Optimized as a
cosmology instrument, it can outperform next-generation concepts like the Mauna Kea Spectroscopic Ex-
plorer (MSE) [8] and ESO’s SpecTel [9, 10], at a fraction of the cost. The MegaMapper concept builds
upon tried-and-true, fabricated, and operating designs (i.e., the DESI spectrographs and robotic positioners,
and the Magellan telescopes). This strategy significantly reduces the risk of the project, and increases the
predictability of cost and schedule.
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